Preparing to build
on Holochain
Getting started and preparing for deep dive
David Atkinson

Document purpose

●

Test whether you are ready for a technical deep-dive with the Holo team

●

Serve as an intro or reference document on Holochain

Quick Status Check
Where are you today?

Technical Study

Prototyping

Building Launch
Product

Operating Business

You have:
● A business plan
● A reason for
decentralisation
● A basic Holochain
understanding

You have:
● Decided you want to
prototype on Holochain
● A Holochain-based
technical architecture
draft

You have:
● A non-Holochain
prototype
● Concerns with your
current platform choice

You have:
● A working product
● Users or customers

You need:
● To confirm that Holochain
fits your needs
● A Holochain-based
technical architecture

You need:
● Help with specific
technical issues
● To understand the
Holochain feature
roadmap

You need:
● To understand if
Holochain is a better fit
● To understand how to
rebuild on Holochain

You need:
● To understand how
Holochain can improve
your core product
● How Holochain can
enable new products

Am I ready for a technical deep-dive: 8 questions
1. Am I clear on the needs I am addressing and how to address them?
2. Why is decentralisation needed or better?
3. Does a currency-based fundraising make sense for me?
4. Does my currency design make sense? (if applicable)
5. Am I clear on Holochain’s high level architecture? (differences to blockchain, etc.)
6. Have I defined my product specifications?
7. What do I want to get out of a technical deep-dive?
8. Have I overcome my internal organisational hurdles (decisions, team, etc.)?

1. Am I clear on the needs I am addressing and how?
Whether you’re
a business,
government
organisation, or
non-profit you need
to be clear on what
you’re trying to solve,
how you’ll achieve it,
and how you’ll
achieve financial
sustainability
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2. Why is decentralisation needed or better?
●

Not an either / or choice: systems can have a mix of centralised and decentralised components

●

Fundamentally about transferring control in return for greater user participation

●

Decentralised architecture typically most suitable where there is a:
○

Need to collaborate or coordinate with multiple third party partners, e.g. SWIFT
payment network or supply chain applications

○

Need for a high degree of local autonomy e.g. varying local and regional regulations,
different customer contexts

○

Participative economy or activity where users are not united by the organisation they
work for or some other silo-based governing structure e.g. open source, grassroots
volunteers

●

Key trade offs covered on the next few pages

2. Decentralisation: trade-offs
Category

Centralised

Decentralised

Resistance to
(Targeted) Attack

Central node disruption shuts down entire
network
Smaller surface area to defend

No central node to disrupt
Low impact unless many nodes are
compromised
Many nodes to secure

Reliability in
(Random) Failure

Very low chance of failure at central node,
but high impact of failure
Edge node failure has little impact

Higher chance of a failure with some
impact, but very low impact on rest
of network

Scalability

Central node bottlenecks in bandwidth,
processing & storage
Scale up cost varies

No single bottleneck
Alternate resources for growth
Scale up cost varies; usually carried
by users

Design Difficulty

Developers know how to create
client/server apps

Few developers used to distributed
architecture

Data collection

Easy to monitor all people and activity

No central point of data collection
makes monitoring all people and
activity difficult

Liability

Central entity held liable for system activity
(e.g. Napster) or data breaches

No single entity to hold liable for
system activity (e.g. BitTorrent)
Continued on next page...

My Org

2. Decentralisation: trade-offs (continued)
Category

Centralised

Decentralised

Performance

Less redundancy and more efficiency
Network performance varies with geographic
proximity of clients to server
Processing performance requires additional
inputs from owner as demand grows

Network performance average of
geographic proximity of all nodes
Processing performance scales with
demand; users bring their own power

Business Model

Ecosystem and user behavior can be
managed and directed
Owner is gatekeeper and can easily
extract value from the system

Ecosystem and user behavior
evolves naturally based on user
wants and needs
Value extraction more complex

Anti-Fragility

Tend toward single-policy systems
that are vulnerable to rapid failure

Local policies make partial system
survival of disruptions more likely
Trades immediate efficiency
for long-term efficiency
through robustness
Less “efficient” in the narrow sense

Adaptability

Rapid centralized agreement on
and roll-out of new system policies

Slow to reach widespread agreement
Individual adoption required to roll-out
new system-wide policies
Continued on next page...

My Org

2. Decentralisation: trade-offs (continued)
Category

Centralised

Decentralised

Diversity

Central control benefits from (and
encourages) homogeneous nodes
and interaction patterns

Nodes find different ways of
behaving and interacting to achieve
their unique objectives

Authority

Ability to stop interaction if policies
are not followed

Difficult to enforce new policies

Lobbying

Single hub of power can attempt to
influence and can be influenced by
other hubs of power.

No hub of power makes it difficult for
the overall system to influence other
hubs or be influenced by other hubs.

Innovation

Limited innovations.
More resources available for R&D.
Adoption is driven top-down.

Large number of innovations
with many failures.
Difficult to find resources for R&D.
Bottom-up adoption.

My Org

3. Does currency-based fundraising make sense for me?

●

My users interact with each other and their effort
enhances the platform

●

People will have a need to buy the currency
even if its value doesn’t appreciate

●

My currency significantly streamlines the overall
user experience (including the effort of getting
the currency in the first place)

●

I am a non-profit or community project

1+ Yes

No

An ICO may be
the right fit

Consider an STO,
equity investment,
or normal
crowdfunding

Also consider whether fundraising needs to happen in one go or in stages
Further reading: https://medium.com/h-o-l-o/initial-community-offerings-are-the-future-85a6532d5e6b

4. Does my currency design make sense? (If applicable)

●

How do I visualise the actors and transactions in my economy?

●

Who transacts with whom, where and when and with what?

●

Are you using examples that influence your business and currency design that are based on the
same context as you have?

●

Are your users incentivised to hold or to exit early if the price goes up significantly?

●

If prices fluctuate 10x up or down, who ends up paying for it?

5. Am I clear on Holochain’s high level architecture?
Centralised Client-Server Architecture

Holochain Architecture
Holochain Node

Server
Back end logic

Data &
Backups

●
●

Data &
Backups

Holochain Node

Application
Logic

User data
(Source chain)

Data &
Backups

Client

Client

Front end code
and data

Front end code
and data

Server acts as middleman and controller for all interactions
between clients
All data stored centrally (may be internally distributed)

Backups of
others’ source
chains (DHT)

Holochain Node

●
●
●

Holochain Node

Holochain nodes interact directly with each other
User data (source chains) are stored on the user’s own computer
Holo hosts are Holochain nodes that can serve data to
a client browser

5. Am I clear on Holochain’s high level architecture?

5. Am I clear on Holochain’s architecture? (vs. blockchain)
Architectural difference vs blockchain
Framework where each dApp is its own network
(networks are natively interoperable)

DAG structure using validation rules
not globally enforced consensus

Agent-centricity: Data and transactions are
traceable back to their participants

Senders and recipients must both sign each transaction

Consequences
● Network parameters customised to dApp needs
● Governance limited to users and stakeholders
● Significantly greater scalability and efficiency
● No need to introduce a 3rd party arbitrator such as
a miner/staker. The community can self-manage
and self-enforce
● Anonymity not native
● Reputation can be built and data trustworthiness
can be linked to actor (e.g. supply chain)
● Rule violation response can be customised
● Data read and write permissions possible
● Transfers to mistyped addresses time-out
and are not lost / burnt
● Receipt acknowledgement means stronger
accountability (e.g. fraud, supply chain)

5. Am I clear on Holochain’s architecture? (vs. blockchain)
Holochain Architecture

Blockchain Architecture

Holochain Node

Backups of
others’ source
chains (DHT)

Holochain Node

●
●
●

(Back end logic)

Holochain Node

Application
Logic

User data
(Source chain)

Miners / Nodes

DLT
(Data)

Holochain Node

Holochain nodes interact directly with each other
User data (source chains) are stored on the user’s own computer
Holo hosts are Holochain nodes that can serve data to a client browser

Client

Client

Front end code
and data

Front end code
and data

●

Consensus-based DLTs act as middleman between users

●

Non-critical application logic and data may be stored in
centralised systems to reduce costs

5. Why would I move from Ethereum?

“Holochain has the truly decentralized, post-blockchain architecture to deliver on the hype that Ethereum could not.
That's a very easy claim to make when you spend some time to deep-dive and compare the two on first principles. I was mining Bitcoin in early 2010
and started the 7th largest Ethereum meetup in the world in mid 2014. We've seen tremendous work in the past decade but the macro outcome has
mostly produced new financial instruments, artificial speculative scarcities and gambling schemes to help the rich get richer.
Blockchains are a technology that fundamentally tends toward centralization. That's a confronting statement but it's true. One global state, one global
consensus, private enterprise consortium blockchains, central bank minted cryptocurrencies; this is what Ethereum powers. Sharding, sidechains and
other blockchain scaling solutions (if ever realized) are simply pushing data and computation closer to the edges. Holochain begins at the furthest edge
that matters, the individual, and then facilitates emergent consensus from the bottom-up. Ethereum forces a one-size-fits-all, top-down consensus
onto the global population.
While global consensus is useful for some use-cases, it's unnecessary for 90% of the uses that first excited those who joined the crypto scene.
However blockchain architecture is fundamentally incompatible with the structure of the internet itself. The internet is a peer-to-peer (P2P) network of
self-sovereign computational devices communicating via free tokenless protocols. Just like Facebook, Ethereum is a monolithic centralized data and
computational silo with vast economic resources attempting to infect the internet to steer her toward a narrowly defined future.
Holochain is a protocol, not a platform. It will coexist alongside the communication protocols that power today's internet, and in doing so provide
a new toolkit for developers and creators to evolve the internet as a collective organism in symbiosis with humans and nature.”
Nathan Waters

5. Would you choose holochain or blockchain v1, v2 or v3?
For p2p apps

●
●
●

Inherently decentralised: Blockchains are centralized or tend towards centralisation.
Holochain does not impose one ledger or version of the truth onto its users.
Ecosystem not protocol takes all: With no token, no global consensus and app based governance,
Holochain is designed for the ecosystem to create and receive value.
Theoretically infinite scalability: Transactions per second increases linearly with number of nodes,
which means transactions per second per user remains constant.

For developers

●
●
●

Open source app framework for distributed apps (new patterns)
Strong developer support and community
Built in Rust and apps can be designed in Rust or Web Assembly language

For businesses

●

Profitable: A massive reduction of costs and a massive improvement in application performance
and opportunity to access new business models e.g. pay users to run application
Offline: Holochain is designed for offline transactions as well as online, you don’t have to be connected
to run Holochain, users of an application can continue working when they’re separated from the network

●

For users

●
●
●
●

Minimal resource use: Because agents are only required to carry their own data plus a small portion
of global data, everyone can afford to run a ‘full node’.
Data driven: Separate data for separate apps, Each application enjoys its own encrypted, private
network with its own data space.
Secure and Bridge data, I own my own data and I can use it between applications not just in one app
My identity: Apps for keys, personas, & KYC so my identity is mine to manage

5. Am I clear on holochain architectural choices?
Data Integrity

Data validation and integrity - cheaper and faster than blockchains

Selective Sharing

Membranes to prevent competitors using the same supply networks from viewing each other’s activity

Sub-communities

Membranes to prevent competitors using the same supply networks from viewing each other’s activity

Counterparty Signing
Authorship
Provenance
Meta-applications
App Bridging
Reputation Bridging
Currency Interoperability
Community Governance
Local App Governance
Composable Applications
Democratic
Offline/Online
Network Partition Friendly
Identity Services

Native counterparty signing - each transaction is a negotiation agreed upon by all parties,
providing opportunity for dispute, reversion, and reconciliation
Agent-centricity means data is accompanied by its author’s signature
Can better establish the degree of confidence + prevent fraud
Loosely coupled User Interface enables multiple applications (backends) to be reused among apps
and combined into one user facing front-end.
Information can flow across from one application/community to another through the agency of a user that
is participating in both. This simple fact can lead to much more complex (and emergent) flows of communication
and coordination.
You can bridge to someone else’s reputational currency. Or with multiple reputational currency?
Multiple currencies that can interplay with one another
Governance mechanisms - currencies can include rules on when and how to accept new currency updates
Governance only requires the users of the app, not every single Holochain user
Composable - not like blockchains which design a single governance method
Holochain allows each reputational currency to be managed by its specific users, depending on how it is written
Holochain natively supports offline / online
Can form local networks which auto-heal once partition is resolved
DPKI and data integrity means data can be trusted without additional validation

6. Have I defined my product specifications / user stories?
●

We need clear MVP user stories or product specifications to help you achieve them
○
These cover individual goals and tasks, but no need to spell them out in minute detail.
○
Start with the user and work backwards. Identify target audiences, unmet needs, and motives.
Understand how your product will work with their motives to meet their needs.
○
A good format is: "As a ___, I want to ___". E.g.: "As a content producer, I want to make sure that my
subscribers have paid for their subscription before they have access to their content".

●

Include any critical technical requirements (e.g. maximum latency, IOT device suitability)

7. What do I want to get out of a technical deep-dive?
I am a...

Typical Challenges

Possible Deep-Dive Areas

Blockchain startup

Network speed, efficiency and resilience
Easy and fast development
Strong community

Broader picture of decentralised systems
Holochain vs. Blockchain

Non-Blockchain startup

Decentralisation use case - community, revenue, costs
Network speed and efficiency
Easy and fast to develop

Decentralisation trade-offs
Holochain architecture design and choices
Example use cases and apps

Institution or Enterprise
new app

Decentralisation use case - community, revenue, costs,
reduction of legal liability
Security, privacy, scalability, interoperability
Strong community
Professional services support
Not an either or choice / part of a suite of apps

Use case for decentralisation
Holochain architecture design and choices
Use cases and example apps
Compatibility with centralised systems / hybrid
architectures (not either or)
Integration with currency systems

Switching apps to
Holochain

Decentralisation use case - community, revenue, costs,
reduction of legal liability
Better community engagement
New business model

Use case for decentralisation
Switching support

8. Have I overcome organisational hurdles?
1.

Do I have “license” from my organisation to explore Holochain for my project?
a.

Have any “preferred” tech stacks or network already been tried and found wanting?

b.

Are key stakeholders and decision makers aware of and open to Holochain?

c.

If a PoC or product has been developed on another platform, am I clear on the pain points
and what Holochain would need to deliver to get me to switch?

2.

Who in my group will talk with Holo and what are their roles in my project?

3.

Do I already have developers lined up?
a.

4.

Are they familiar with Rust and/or distributed systems?

Am I clear on my product development roadmap and timeline?

DIVE IN AND
START SWIMMING
UPSTREAM
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7. What are Holochain credentials and status?
Token

Markets/Exchanges

Development

Top 5 in Dev Commits

Where are you on
your roadmap?
Closed Alpha Internal
Testing Started

Number of Devs

Number of
Apps/Platforms on
Holochain

How safe is your
organisation and
your funding?
5 Year Contingency
Plan

Dev Traffic

Partners

Can you prove that
you are better?
Adoption of Hosts
Adoption of Devs
Adoption of Orgs

Community Size
Telegram: 13K
Mattermost: 4.6K
Reddit: 5.6K

General information
●

Visit our website: https://holo.host

●

White Paper and FAQs: https://holo.host/learn

●

Review our code: https://developer.holochain.org

●

Watch our AMAs: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSRJRJvkZHk3f1PemqT-R0g

●

Join Our Community:
○
Telegram: http://t.me/channelHolo
○
Mattermost: https://chat.holochain.org
○
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9fNJMIQ9mQ4u9oyoVIqtDQ/videos
○
Reddit: https://reddit.com/r/holochain
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Going down the Holochain rabbit hole
●

Read about holochain from our perspective:
Holochain in 100, 200, and 500 words & Holochain: Reinventing Applications
& dApp planning: crypto building blocks

●

Watch our videos: Holochain Explained:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyCtYrHJebs&t=2s

●

Read external introductions to and reports on Holochain:
Unblock, Good Audience, Holochain : The Blockchain picks up a Dimension

●

Then go deeper and Read about CEPTR (Holochain is a small part)
& the Metacurrency project (HoloFuel comes from here)

●

Read other stuff people in our ecosystem write about:
WTF is Holochain? & What is the difference between Blockchain and Holochain?
& Holochain – the perfect framework for decentralised cooperation at scale

Holochain Developer Resources
Developer resource portal: https://developer.holochain.org/
Core code repo: https://github.com/holochain/holochain-rust
Scaffolding tool: https://holochain.github.io/scaffold/
Rust apps: https://developer.holochain.org/guide/latest/built_with_holochain.html
Example/prototype apps https://github.com/holochain/apps
Languages
All languages that compile to WebAssembly
Currently supported Rust HDK
Future support for AssemblyScript, C and C++, C#, Go, Java, Kotlin, and Clojure
GUI and other libs
Electron/Cordova https://github.com/holochain/positron
Node.js https://github.com/holochain/holochain-nodejs
Command line https://github.com/holochain/holochain-cmd
Qt/QML https://github.com/holochain/holosqape

Holochain Developer Activity
Release:
Status: v.0.0.6-alpha Developer Preview Release
Up next: v.0.0.7-alpha Developer Preview Release
With the release of our Closed Alpha for Holo, we are instantiating some of the key components and applications required for an end-to-end test of
distributed Holochain apps accessible via Internet web browsers. This is something that has never been done before. Our commitment is not just to
the developer community, but to making these innovations in privacy and control available to everyday users.
Development and Documentation: We have completed a large documentation update, progressed in enabling P2P networks for hApp users,
improved Holochain core fixes, and expanded Holochain capabilities for Holochain-Core.
Core Github Repos:
Holochain: https://github.com/holochain/: 83 repos
Holochain Rust: https://github.com/holochain/holochain-rust: 8,753+ commits, 42 releases, 714 closed pull requests, 22 open pull requests
Holo: https://github.com/holo-host: 41 public repos (55 in total, 35 active repos)
Apps/Platforms on Holochain: We continue to host technical hAppy Hours, focusing on a featured project and discussing code reviews, design
questions, and offering time for Q&A. We launched Project Spotlight Week to feature those building on Holochain and facilitate technical deep dive
meetings to support them in their endeavours. One of those projects recently said, “We received a significant surge in visibility, sparked
conversations with people we otherwise would not have had access to, and developed relationships with other projects in this ecosystem. Most
importantly, it was an opportunity for us to get know more of the Holochain team and build bridges there.“

